
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of mgmt
advisor. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for mgmt advisor

Strong Agile methodology experience
Gain deep understanding of software industry trends and best-in-class
benchmarks
Advise all business units on potential areas of leverage or conflict with
regards to the supplier relationship
Participate and review testing procedures for change and configuration
management in the production environments
Provide technical input in reviewing architecture, policies and procedures to
ensure that security, backup, failover, alerting and disaster recovery
mechanisms are in place
Work with the service provider (Azure) to establish and deliver
performant/available Cloud solutions
Analyze and resolve SaaS infrastructure faults and undertakes routine
preventative measures kick off new initiatives to proactively avoid service
degradations
Work closely with Development/QA/DevOps to establish effective
communication and processes to ensure seamless software and infrastructure
deployment, and effective issues escalation and resolution
Attend and participate in regular status meetings and represent deployment
team in information exchange meetings
Ensure that the technical environment is properly maintained and correctly
designed
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Expert level knowledge of building Molds and dies
Bachelor’s degree in Business, Supply Chain or related field and 6-8+ years of
procurement experience as a category manager or similar role or 2+ years of
procurement experience as a category manager with MBA or post graduate
degree
Graduate or Master's degree with 8-10 years of relevant experience or
equivalent combination of education and work experience
Manage revenue range or project budget range which may be $300,000 to
$1.5M or project hours may be 1200 to 2500 hours per month
Bachelor Degree in engineering or relevant major and 8+ years industry
experience in procurement/High Tech or electronics manufacturing
Knowledge of manufacturing process of mechanical parts and manufacturing
drivers ie cycle time, yield, etc


